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The Building Committee for the USD Crystal Growth Project met on November 20, 2012, in 

Vermillion, South Dakota and via teleconference with the following members present:  Jack 

Warner, BOR; James Abbott, USD; Kristi Honeywell, State Engineer; and Regent Patrick 

Weber. Also present were Roberta Ambur and Catherine Wagner, USD; and Tracy Mercer, 

BOR. 

 

The purpose of the meeting was to approve the Preliminary Facility Statement, Facility Program 

Statement, and Facility Design Plan for the Crystal Growth Project. 

 

Cathy Wagner presented background information regarding this project. She said the Crystal 

Growth timeline started with an initial discussion of the projects, including Churchill Haines 

addition and Patterson Hall.  

 

In late 2011, discussions of a permanent home included Churchill Haines and Paterson Hall for 

the December 2011 Board submittal.   

 

At the December 2011 Board meeting, USD submitted M&R lists that had two projects listed for 

Crystal Growth: 

1. One was $196,211 of HEFF funds 

2. Second was $800,000 of Institutional Funds 

 At this point Churchill Haines was still the solution and not Patterson.  

 

 

In April 2012, they sent the OSE WR to the Board at $496,211, which seemed appropriate based 

on the information they had at the time for connecting a clean room and connections for the 

identified equipment in Patterson. 

 

After the OSE WR submittal was submitted it became evident that timing of Grants deadlines 

was an issue: 

1. September 2012 - USD had a reverse site visit scheduled with DOE (Department of 

Energy) in D.C. on September 20
th

.  This was to evaluate progress to date, and to 

determine whether the second half of the budget (about $500K) should be released to 

them.   

2. January 2013 - This grant (DOE- EPSCoR) expires in June, but the deadline to submit a 

renewal is on December 31.  USD had dispensation from the program officer to submit 

the renewal on January 31, 2013.  They needed to have facilities in place that would 

allow them to move forward to the next phase.  USD expects $2M/year for a three year 

period for a total of $6M additional from DOE EPSCoR. 

 



At this point, they realized they needed to show considerable progress in design and construction 

for the September 2012 submittal.  Also for the January 2013 deadline they needed to have 

significant progress in the production by the research team; therefore, the space needed to be 

operational by January 2013.  With the quick schedule and increasing scope, USD went to OSE 

in April/May timeframe to justify the Design/Build process for the project.  At this point, they 

still thought construction would be under $1.5M. 

 

In late May 2012, OSE and USD advertised for a Design/Build firm to do the project. USD made 

their recommendations in late May and the final selection was completed in early June.  In June 

2012, the Design/Build team got bid packages ready for pricing and started working on the 

overall design of the needs of Crystal Growth.  During this time the scope continued to increase 

as the researchers continued to have success in their work and more opportunities for the Crystal 

Growth wafers were discovered.  Rooms that were open laboratories were now having more 

detailed purposes for future research grants, this included the Wafer Room.   

 

As the team continued to try and meet deadlines for grant review submittals,  Sioux Falls 

Construction/Davis Design were publicly bidding the various packages and continued to gather 

their numbers.  At this point the scope was growing but was still believed to be lower than 

$1.5M.  

 

The contractor submitted preliminary numbers in late September 2012 that were higher than 

$1.5M.  Through analysis, which took until early October 2012, USD was able to get the 

numbers down slightly but was still at $1.65M for construction costs.  Because of design/build 

the numbers include the Architects fees which are approximately $160,000 and approximately 

3% liability that the contractor carries for the Architect which is an additional $45,000 that is not 

typically seen in a construction budget line.  At this point USD had exceeded the $1.5M 

threshold that would require a Building Committee. 

 

During the week of October 22, USD brought its concerns to the BOR.  At this point USD is 

about 1/3 done in construction, pricing is complete, and design is complete.   

 As a result, USD needed to bring the project to a Building Committee, and provide the BOR 

submittal documents. 
 
Presented today were the Preliminary Facility Statement, the Facility Program Plan, and the 

Facility Design Plan and the timeline of the activities. 

o Preliminary Facility Statement –The project scope includes renovation of rooms 

per Crystal Growth’s requirements, updating the infrastructure for the rooms, and 

addressing code deficiencies in remodeled spaces.  Accomplishing this scope 

requires converting existing space to modern laboratory space, adding HVAC 

equipment associated with the space, and modifications to the electrical system 

for the laboratories. 

o Facility Program Plan – Included the updated estimate. 



 Crystal Growth, Zone Refining and Wafer Processing, The equipment 

rooms and the associated mechanical room on second floor. 

o Facility Design Plan - Shows the updated square footage 5000 square feet of the 

facility.    Included the updated estimate and the updated detailed plans. 

 The floor plans show the layout of the equipment, casework and flow of 

the process. 

 The second floor mechanical plan shows the new air handling unit and 

associated ductwork. 

 

 

 

IT WAS MOVED by Patrick Weber, seconded by Jim Abbott to approve the Preliminary 

Facility Statement, Facility Program Statement, and Facility Design Plan for the Crystal Growth 

Project. 

 

Jim Abbott - AYE 

Patrick Weber - AYE 

Kristi Honeywell - AYE 

Jack Warner - AYE 

 

The MOTION CARRIED.   


